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list of file formats with types and
extensions geeksforgeeks
May 24 2024

a file format is a standard way of storing data on a computer file
there are multiple types of file formats present which can be used
to store and retrieve data efficiently we will discuss the unique
features and use cases for different kinds of file formats and
compare them

files types kinds formats ap csp article
khan academy
Apr 23 2024

file types computers store all files as binary data long strings of 1 s
and 0 s files represent all different types of data however like
images videos documents text files and spreadsheets even
applications are files

file types explained understanding
different formats
Mar 22 2024

discover how file types affect usability and compatibility and learn
best practices for managing file types find answers to frequently
asked questions about file types choose the right file format for
your needs and ensure data preservation



top 25 files computer interview
questions and answers
Feb 21 2024

technical top 25 files computer interview questions and answers
prepare for your next tech interview with our comprehensive guide
to computer files interview questions and answers gain insights
into file systems types operations and more interviewprep it
career coach published aug 31 2023

how can i determine file type without
an extension on windows
Jan 20 2024

you can use the trid tool which has a growing library of file type
definitions for identifying files with wildcards are supported so in
your example you could just put all the images to be examined in
a folder e g c verifyimages then you can use the command trid c
verifyimages

questions file how to open questions
file and what it is
Dec 19 2023

what is a questions file the questions file extension indicates to
your device which app can open the file however different
programs may use the questions file type for different types of
data



quiz worksheet types of files and file
extensions study com
Nov 18 2023

this quiz and worksheet combination will quiz your knowledge of
popular types of files and file extensions the questions in these
practice tools ask why there are many different file

list of file formats wikipedia
Oct 17 2023

this is a list of file formats used by computers organized by type
filename extension is usually noted in parentheses if they differ
from the file format s name or abbreviation

basic computer skills understanding
file extensions
Sep 16 2023

en basic computer skills undo your mistakes content
understanding file extensions your computer has many different
types of files on it and each one has its own file extension a file
extension is a three or four letter identifier found at the end of a
file name and following a period

add questions that allow for file
uploads microsoft support
Aug 15 2023



you can add a type of question to your form that allows for file
uploads add a file upload question in microsoft forms open the
form you want to edit add a new question by selecting add new
select more question types and then select file upload

what are the most common file types
and file extensions
Jul 14 2023

updated 04 09 2024 by computer hope there are hundreds of file
extensions and file types used with computers and a complete list
is on our computer files and file extensions page however it would
be impossible for most people to memorize all file extensions and
their associated programs

chapter 5 file handling solutions of
knowledgeboat
Jun 13 2023

question 1 in which of the following file modes the existing data of
file will not be lost rb ab w b a b wb w r answer rb ab a b r reason
rb this mode opens the file for reading in binary mode it will not
erase the existing data and allows reading of the file

c file handling question 1
geeksforgeeks
May 12 2023

c file handling question 1 which of the following true about file fp



file is a keyword in c for representing files and fp is a variable of
file type file is a structure and fp is a pointer to the structure of file
type file is a stream file is a buffered stream this question is part
of this quiz c file handling

21 different types of files and how to
use them indeed com
Apr 11 2023

why is it important to know different types of files in your career it
s important to know different file types so you can select the right
one for your tasks professionals in many industries including
business marketing teaching and technology may need to save
and share different types of files

how do i open a file with the file
extension file
Mar 10 2023

2 answers sorted by 2 according to file org the file extension is just
a generic file extension windows uses as it explains the file file
extension is a generic extension this is assigned by windows and
other applications when the file is in an unknown format

adding or registering a file type so it
can be associated
Feb 09 2023

ask question asked 8 years 1 month ago modified 1 month ago



viewed 45k times 20 i need to associate a specific application for a
mus file type on a windows 10 pc none of the answers involving
the open with or other configuration editors work

file formats cie igcse ict revision notes
2023
Jan 08 2023

portable document format pdf widely used file format with its
ability to retain the layout and formatting of documents across a
range of platforms documents contain text images graphics and
even interactive elements can be password protected to stop
unauthorised users from editing

files and folders questions answers
wittychimp
Dec 07 2022

files and folders questions answers question 1 choose the correct
option a a folder is an object that contains files i single ii multiple
iii none of the above b what do you call a folder inside another
folder i child folder ii sub folder ii parent folder c every file name
has i extension ii picture

file types and formats national digital
information
Nov 06 2022

perhaps the two most immediate questions regarding a file s type



and format are how can we tell a file s type and if we know its type
how can we be sure that it conforms to its format specification so
that we know it is still useable

list of question types kobotoolbox
documentation
Oct 05 2022

list of question types last updated 10 aug 2022 the below table
provides a high level summary of each of the response types
available to use in your xlsform and formbuilder for more
information on the response types please visit xlsform org
additionally kobotoolbox specific types can also be used from
within the formbuilder
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